Sliding, piercing and other techniques for below-the-ankle lesion crossing
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- Everywhere (aorta, iliac etc) some lesions can be crossed only using a 0.014” wire

- Maintain a clear separation between the crossing strategy (0.014”-0.018”-0.035”) and the final treatment strategy (0.018”-0.035”)
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Failure of antegrade crossing
Retrograde puncture
- Oblique contralateral view
- DPA out of the bones: in the majority of the cases calcifications are sufficient to identify the artery
- Radial needle
- Workhorse 0.014” or 0.018” wires
Retrograde approach

workhorse 0.14” wire
Failure to cross the lesion
0.014” support catheter
Shift to a CTO dedicated wire and wire externalization
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